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Talk overview

● How do cellular networks (fail) to use cryptography to ensure 
confidentiality and integrity?

● What is Android doing about it?

● What kinds of challenges come up when making radio security 
improvements?



Terminology

- Network generations
- 2G (GSM)
- 3G
- 4G (LTE)
- 5G

- Cell “towers” *
- Base station (BTS)
- Cell site
- eNodeB (in LTE)

- Fake base station (FBS)
- Cell Site Simulator
- IMSI-catcher
- Stingray (brandname)
- Rogue cell tower
- Rogue base station
- “Attacker”

* Everything in cellular has many names. Also, in urban areas instead of cell “towers” it’s often just   
antennas mounted on buildings.



Cellular connections

 

* The “modem” is often also called: radio / baseband / CP (Communications Processor).

** “User equipment” or “UE” = general term for user’s phone + modem.

Modem

pls let me go online

hmm maybe
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Image from IETF / John Mattson (Ericsson): https://datatracker.ietf.org/meeting/104/materials/slides-104-saag-snow-v-stream-cipher-00

Null versions:
- 2G GSM:

- A5/0 (encryption)
- No integrity in GSM

- 2G GPRS:
- GEA0 (encryption)
- GIA0 (integrity)

- 3G UMTS:
- UEA0
- UIA0

- 4G LTE:
- EEA0
- EIA0

- 5G:
- NEA0
- NIA0





A sad reality

- Lots of carriers just don’t use encryption or integrity protection

- Difficult for security researchers to help out 

Table 1 from Umlaut: https://www.umlaut.com/uploads/documents/20210615_Analysis_of_EGPRS_ciphering_algorithms.pdf

😱





Primary (legit) use cases for null ciphering/integrity

  Debugging by carriers/network operators 

 🚒 Emergency calls when you don’t have an active SIM card

 🏺Fallback in case networks deprecate all other encryption algorithms the modem is         
p   programmed to use [1]

[1] GSMA Security Algorithm Roadmap

https://emojiterra.com/woman-detective/


Cellular security matters

- Fundamental cellular infrastructure should be as secure as possible, even 
if we view parts of it as outdated.

- Classic voice calls and SMS aren’t 
going away any time soon for most
people.

- Cellular radio attacks are becoming
more common, easier to pull off.

Article from Commsrisk, published Feb 21 2023



✨ You can choose to only use encrypted connections now ✨

● Encryption requirement applies to all parts of cellular
radio connection which support encryption.

● Integrity-protection is now required on all SMS &
voice call traffic. 

○ Modems generally are not able to support
integrity-protection for mobile data due to
historical & performance issues.

Newly supported in Android 14 

DRAFT
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✨ You can choose to only use encrypted connections now ✨

● Encryption requirement applies to all parts of cellular
radio connection which support encryption.

● Integrity-protection is now required on all SMS &
voice call traffic. 

○ Modems generally are not able to support
integrity-protection for mobile data due to
historical & performance issues.

● Note: this is not related to core network encryption!

● Note: probably requires hardware upgrades.

Newly supported in Android 14 

DRAFT



Caveat: “IMSI-catcher” / FBS mean many different things

      Step 1 is the key part of the classic “IMSI-catching” attack!



Implementation details: Android <> modem API

    We are here —>

  This is where we specify APIs between
   Android and hardware components.

Diagram of Android OS internal layout



Past example API

From: 
https://cs.android.com/android/platform/superproject/+/master:hardware/interfaces/radio/
1.6/IRadio.hal 

https://cs.android.com/android/platform/superproject/+/master:hardware/interfaces/radio/1.6/IRadio.hal
https://cs.android.com/android/platform/superproject/+/master:hardware/interfaces/radio/1.6/IRadio.hal


Implementation details: new connection flow? (Example 1)
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Implementation details: new connection flow? (Example 1)

UE sets timer



Implementation details: new connection flow? (Example 2)



Further reading

- Gotta Catch 'Em All: Understanding How IMSI-Catchers Exploit Cell Networks (2019): 
https://www.eff.org/wp/gotta-catch-em-all-understanding-how-imsi-catchers-exploit-cell-netwo
rks 

- LTE security disabled: misconfiguration in commercial networks by Merlin Chlosta, 
David Rupprecht, Thorsten Holz, Christina Pöpper:
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3317549.3324927 

Thanks to: Roger Piqueras Jover, Gil Cukierman, and Dominik Maier :)

https://www.eff.org/wp/gotta-catch-em-all-understanding-how-imsi-catchers-exploit-cell-networks
https://www.eff.org/wp/gotta-catch-em-all-understanding-how-imsi-catchers-exploit-cell-networks
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3317549.3324927

